By Sarah E. Dale, KNOW NO BOUNDS, LLC and Krista S. Sheets, Paragon Resources, Inc.
Introduction
As the investment world continues to increase in complexity and the media continues to highlight the bad apples of our
industry, we have to work harder to build trusted relationships with clients. Trying to impress prospects with industry
jargon and fancy new products and features is not the route to success; developing and cultivating relationships through
knowledge and excellence is where success will be realized.
As the respective business owners of KNOW NO BOUNDS and Paragon Resources, knowledge and excellence are at
our very core. “Know” serves as the root of the word knowledge and “Paragon” means excellence! When you couple
actions based on your client knowledge with service excellence, you truly have the foundation for success in your
financial practice.
Through our consulting and coaching experiences, we have noticed several common themes in the financial advisory
industry. So many teams want to grow their business and make the practice more efficient but feel they cannot do so
because running the team and the business all take so much effort… there just is no time!
Most of you reading this whitepaper already have a practice, a book of business, a team, and a pipeline of prospects yet
something isn’t right. Maybe you are suffering from growing pains in your business. Perhaps you are overwhelmed by the
increase in the activities it takes to conduct business and continue your success. Perhaps regulatory demands are
hindering your growth rate or things are falling through the cracks and you feel disorganized. Maybe you feel you’ve
ignored some of your clients and you fear you will lose them, or even worse, you already have lost a couple of good
clients. We want to change all this! We want to help you run your business rather than let it run you! If any of the
aforementioned scenarios resonate and keep you up at night, then implementing an organized service model and process
into your practice is for you! We hear so many advisory teams utilize the phrase – “We want to grow our business, but…”
It is time to eradicate the “buts” and enact new activities that will create positive change for you, your business, and your
life.
Today’s environment creates the need to deal with an ever changing society; survival will not occur by doing things the
same old way. Service is no longer something businesses just offer; it is the backbone of the culture of the practice. Think
about your practice and your team like a portfolio of investments. Would others recommend you? Would you buy you
knowing what you know about your business? Take a hard and honest look in the mirror, seek the truth, and open your
minds to the possibility of running your practice a little differently. If you decide you have indeed ignored the service
side of your business for too long and are committed and ready for change, it’s time to turn your practice into a
powerhouse service portfolio where clients stick around forever, recommend you, and want to buy more!
We believe so strongly in the concept of service that we developed a simple five-step process to help advisory teams
truly differentiate themselves and deliver extraordinary service on an ongoing basis. Our process is written based on
specific and direct feedback from financial advisory teams around the country to ensure it will make a tremendous
impact on your business. We conducted a survey to help us take the pulse of the industry and to make certain that we
included and addressed the concerns and issues the field is experiencing. You will find several references to the service
survey throughout this document, but if you’d like to download a full summary, please visit:
www.ParagonResources.com/library/servicereport.pdf
This whitepaper focuses on making the case for delivering 5- Star Service within your practice as we believe it is
service that can, and should, drive your sales and ultimately creates the basis of the success of your long-term
relationships. If you believe we do in fact “make the case,” we suggest you consider purchasing our book, Know Service.
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This “how-to” resource provides detailed step-by-step instructions, activities, letter templates, checklists, scripts, and
tools on implementing a sustainable service model into your practice. Purchase information is available at the end of this
whitepaper.
Making the Case – Differentiating You!
With the amount of investment professionals, firms, and technological resources available in our world today, people
have a choice when seeking help with their finances. After researching hundreds of jobs, MONEY Magazine and
Salary.com rank “Financial Advisor” as the third best job in relationship to growth, pay, benefits, and stress1. The U.S.
Department of Labor projects employment in the investment securities sector will grow by 15.8% by 20142. Mergers and
acquisitions in the industry are a regular news event and firms that previously had nothing to do with wealth
management are now playing in your backyard. Also, the fact that the number one complaint in our industry is that
clients do not feel they hear from my Financial Advisor enough results in many taking their assets elsewhere3.
With all of this competition and noise in the industry, you must be able to answer one key question about your practice.
Why should anyone do business with you? If your clients or prospects have not already asked you this question, your luck
will soon run out. If they have asked and you responded that your service is better than everyone else’s, you just gave the
same answer as thousands of other advisory practices! Face it, when all of you sell the same “products”, service is the
natural response to help differentiate yourselves; however, if you plan on using service as your answer, you better be
able to back it up with a clearly defined service model with real and valuable deliverables. If not, you will join those
professionals who don’t walk the talk and whose clients experience no special benefit and therefore begin to look
elsewhere. If your service merely “exists,” you will become extinct; if your service is well-defined, distinct, and exemplary,
you will thrive and join the ranks of those advisors who are not only successful in terms of revenue, but also in making a
difference in the lives of their clients. You will experience personal satisfaction, long-term client retention, and build a
business that is valuable to you and your clientele.
Making the Case – Advice. Performance. Service.

What weight (%) do your clients place on each of
these factors when working with you?

In your journey to becoming financial professionals and
establishing an advisory team, you gained knowledge,
credentials, and confidence along the way. You can give
advice that ultimately provides performance and results to
35.2%
37.2%
your clients. However, these are past tense elements that can
be replicated by many. Yes, you have continuous learning
requirements and you have a constant need to perform, but it
27.6%
is indeed service that directs the future. It’s not about just
doing the business; it’s about the quality of the business that
you do. This is not a job – it is a purpose-driven career, a
Advice/Competence Portfolio Performance Service
Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry
passion, and indeed a part of who you are. Service isn’t about
reacting to random needs; it’s about leading your clients in
their financial decisions. You can no longer be complacent about service; it can no longer be “somebody else’s job” that
just happens on its own. Service has to be proactive, organized, and continuously delivered to exceed expectations and
turn your clients into champions and advocates of your practice. It results through mutual commitments between you
and your clientele and benefits all.
What do YOU want your clients to experience from a relationship with you? Jump into their shoes and ask yourself,
“What do THEY want from this relationship?” Is it trust, consistency, friendliness, responsiveness, comfort, and to feel at
ease about their financial situation, both in the present and future? How can you provide this to them? Your credentials
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and advice, as well as your past performance definitely play a role. However, it is the connections you make and the
service you deliver that ultimately result in the ideal advisor-client relationship.
Making the Case – The Sales versus Service Quandary
Many financial advisors hear the word service and think “that’s not my job, that’s my sales assistant or staff’s job” and
totally tune out. This is the wrong thinking! We believe that service and sales are not two separate entities; in fact they
are interdependent on one another and one cannot thrive for the long term without the other. Once you begin
executing a well-orchestrated service model, the benefits are not just “happier” clients; the benefits include increased
assets, revenues, and referrals. The service you provide will drive your sales!
The success of a financial services practice is determined by how well its members develop quality relationships, not by
how many transactions it makes. The more time you spend with people and the more you get to know them, the
stronger and more valuable your relationships become. There must be open, honest and consistent communications,
trust, respect, and appreciation for relationships to thrive and prosper. Building rapport with someone often takes a
considerable investment of time during the beginning of a relationship. Without this investment, you will not close the
prospect. To gain a lifelong client, you must continue to invest time and effort into the relationship. You must have a
commitment to a lifetime of service. We realize the team needs to generate sales in order to create, sustain, and live the
life that individually you all envision, but the practice must recognize that it is your service that will make or break your
client relationships and ultimately then, your sales. Why invest so much energy in acquiring clients during the prospecting
phase if you are not going to invest the necessary resources to keep the client? Finding, developing, deepening, and
subsequently retaining relationships are the keys to true success. Service is the foundation that all of these elements are
built upon. Simply stated, service ultimately drives sales.
Making the Case – Expect the Unexpected
Client satisfaction is driven by expectations. Clients can often have wild expectations unless you both proactively define
them from a performance and a service standpoint. It is up to you to initiate this conversation BEFORE they become a
client and you do so by articulating your service model. Your service model should clearly define the commitment you
make when working with clients, which in turn sets expectations. Ultimately, as long as you do what you say you are
going to do, when you said you would, your clients will stick around. The strength of the relationship will be based on
whether you meet, exceed, or fall short of those expectations.
When a prospect agrees to do business with you, they know the result will be some selection of products, whether it be
stocks, bonds, insurance, etc., to fulfill their objectives; what they don’t know is the level of service you are going to
provide them. A properly devised service model should be
communicated early in the relationship and it should anticipate
Has a client ever left your practice due to
service issues?
the needs of the client. You are not selling product, you are
selling a comprehensive solution to their financial needs; frankly,
you are selling you. Sure, there will be conversations around what
products you’ll use and the fees associated with them, but what
24.7%
they really want to know is whether you’ll be there for them. You
35.8%
win the long-term client with service expectations not sales
expectations. Performance of any given investment in the
39.5%
portfolio is unknown no matter how much research you have
done. Service is a sure bet and is the only thing you have control
over. If a client’s service expectations are not at least being met,
Yes No Don't know
Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry
the practice will lose clients and have to work harder each month
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to find replacement revenue through new sales. Remember, in this business there is more money to be made in client
retention than client acquisition.
Making the Case – Complacency
You’ve spent years building your practice, your credentials, finding the right team to work with you, and aligning yourself
with strategic partners. You have chosen your firm for life, one with whom you feel you have the best fit, whether
wirehouse, regional, banking, or independent. You have clients, many with substantial assets, you have a pipeline of
prospects, you’re winning your firm’s incentive trips, and you’re making a “decent” living. You think you have arrived in
the world of long-term success and can enjoy the fruit of all your hard work. WRONG! We don’t mean to offend you,
but we would like you to seriously think about the consequences of resting on your laurels. If you do not focus on the
service aspect of your business now, your clients will drop you like a hot potato and there are enough other hungry
investment professionals out there to sell them the sizzling steak.
Are you really delivering the “ideal client experience?” Is service just a word you use or do you have an organized plan of
activities that are delivered regularly to your clients? The old phrase of the “proof is in the pudding” translates in this case
to the proof is in the actions and activities, not what you say verbally or in your marketing brochure. Saying “my service is
superior” is easy; showing it is something quite different. You must do more than just say the words; your actions must
support the words in order to deliver a consistent message and achieve the results for which you seek! The ideal client
experience is about being keenly aware of all client encounters and consistently eliciting a positive response each and
every time. Are you really engaging in the right activities to provide excellent service or are you paying “lip service” to the
concept?

Survey Results – Proactive versus Reactive Service
Reactive
 Responding to client inquiries and requests – 56% say works extremely well
 Responding to service problems or mistakes – 50% say works extremely well
Proactive
 Communicating with clients on a proactive basis – 50% needs some or significant improvement
 Conducting client appreciation activities or events – 59% needs some or significant improvement
 Showing clients you appreciate their business – 50% needs some or significant improvement
 Capturing all or most of your clients investment assets – 40% needs some or significant improvement
 Anticipating your clients’ non-financial needs – 54% needs some or significant improvement
 Getting to know your clients’ family members – 64% needs some or significant improvement
Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry

You may be generating commissions and fees in excess of any of your previous years; you may think your clients are
satisfied with the performance, advice, and service your team is delivering, but do you really know this for a fact? As soon
as you become complacent, you will lose business. Each day the bar is being raised higher and higher and the industry is
under more scrutiny. Be honest with yourself; are you and your team spending the necessary time in “client-keeping”
service? If you feel a little uncomfortable with that question – good! We want you to retain clients for a lifetime,
experience ongoing success, and do what is in the best interest of your clients. Get out of your comfort zone and read
on!
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Making the Case – Perception is Reality
The Gallup Organization4 polls the public on their opinion of professionals and the results don’t fare well for the “stock
broker” (it’s what they call you, sorry!). Consistently since 1981, you have been in the bottom rankings for public opinion.
Less than 20% of the respondents rate a stock broker’s honesty and ethical standards as “very high” or “high.” This means
that over 80% of the general public rates you as “average, low, or very low” in this area. How do you become a trusted
advisor if that is the perception you are up against? The world is filled with negative messages day-in and day-out from
newspaper headlines, news programs, and other media outlets, not to mention the horrific “word-of-mouth” stories that
further taint our industry and our business. How do you even try to fight this? Executing a service model that puts you in
front of your clients and solicits their feedback on a consistent basis will help transform their current perception into a
new more positive reality!
Making the Case – Gain More Wallet-Share, Earn More Business
Clients with investable assets of $500,000 to $5,000,000 will utilize the services of two or more advisors 60% of the time5.
Being the sole advisor for your client should be your priority or you have the potential of losing what assets you do have
to another advisor who is better serving the client. Organic growth is one of the most valuable results of implementing 5Star Service. By deepening the team’s relationship with your current clients, you in turn increase assets under
management, identify cross-selling opportunities, and ultimately increase client loyalty. Then an interesting thing
happens. Your clients start talking about how great you are to friends and family. With your client’s endorsement,
referrals start rolling in. You find yourself not looking for clients, but instead they are looking for you.
Making the Case – Don’t Ignore the Elephant in the Room
With the estimated $41 trillion baby boomer wealth transfer demographic6, clients are placing a higher value on building a
relationship with their advisors. Performance and wealth accumulation certainly remain part of the equation, but the
aging population is beginning to care as much about legacy and preservation as asset growth. According to Ken
Dychtwald, President and CEO of market research consultants, Age Wave7, “many people wrongly assume the most
important issue among families is money and wealth transfer – it’s not. An inheritance focuses primarily on the money,
but a true legacy also includes memories, lessons, and values you teach to your children over a lifetime.” You can’t help
your clients with their legacy if you don’t really get to know them. In addition, today’s more complex financial world
includes an expanded menu of product and service choices, increased rules and regulations, more accessibility to
information and research, etc., and is breeding clients who want to be more hands-on than hands-off. They want rapport
with their advisor. This means investing more time and delving deeper into the clients’ interests and passions in addition
to their standard financial statistics and objectives. Today’s demographics bring a whole new meaning to “know your
client!”
Making the Case – Systems = Increased Capacity
Many advisory teams we meet use the “just wing it” approach to running their practice. Just mention the word “system”
and they cringe. Yes, they are successful, but they are also usually stressed, over-worked, and their home life is
nonexistent. They are fully aware that with a little organization, the practice would run far more smoothly and efficiently.
With the same amount of time exerted, they would be able to yield more results, which leads to more profit. Systems do
not preclude personalization; in fact they enable you to have the time to be personally attentive to your clients. A good
service model should include systems for everything you do for a client and can include communication scripts or letter
templates, meeting checklists, utilizing a contact management technology, and sending out a thank you for a referral
received. Instigating specific procedures and processes for all aspects of your business will make both the practice and
the team more effective, which leads to an increase in capacity, which in turn allows you to either help more clients or
do more for your clients.
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In summary, these points should help you realize what a difference a well-executed service model will do for your
clients, your team, and your practice. The ultimate results of implementing a 5-Star Service plan are not just more “warm
and fuzzy” clients, they include:

 An increase in both assets managed and revenues generated.
 An increase in asset retention, client retention, and client loyalty.
 An increase in referrals by building client advocacy.
 A more efficient practice and team.
 Personal satisfaction in doing right by the client.
The Process: 5 Steps to 5-Star Service - An Overview
The next few pages provide an overview of our 5-Step process to developing and executing a service model that will
truly differentiate you, your team, and your practice. Again, if you are interested in learning more, we suggest purchasing
our book, Know Service, which will provide you with instructions, tools, and activities to make it all happen! Although
our process is intended to work with both new and existing clients, the majority of the work revolves around deepening
your ideal existing relationships. These are the clients your competitors wish to steal; the process shows you how to
retain them and eradicate vulnerability to client departures. Let’s take a quick look at our five A’s: Analyze, Allocate,
Assemble, Activate, and Assess.
Step 1: Analyze – Classify Your Book
Your first activity is to Analyze your book of business. You really need to understand and “KNOW” your clients in order
to classify your book. It is the organization of your clientele that is truly at the heart of your service model.
At KNOW NO BOUNDS and Paragon Resources, we are big believers that every client in your book of business
deserves some level of service or they shouldn’t be a client of your practice. Obviously your resources should be spent
on your best clients; however, no one should be ignored. So you have
Do you have a written definition of
to understand your book and your clients first. You need to know
your ideal client relationship?
where the majority of your business is coming from and identify your
best clients! You need to recognize which relationships are profitable,
which relationships proactively provide referrals, which relationships
you really enjoy. So performing some analysis will help you gain a
20.1%
better understanding of your current situation; it will help develop the
all important definition of your ideal client relationship and
79.9%
subsequently define criteria to segment your practice ultimately
delineating specific levels of clientele, such as A, B, and C. (As an aside,
survey results reflected that 93.8% of respondents were trying to
eradicate clients from their lowest segment. This statistic clearly
Yes
No
shows the importance of understanding your ideal clients and Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry
maximizing those relationships to increase both your overall business
and time efficiencies.) As each financial advisory practice is different, how you analyze and segment will vary and our first
step in the process allows you to devise the segmentation criteria that are right for your business model and style.
Step 2: Allocate – Devise Your Service Menu
The second “A” in the process is Allocate and here you need to devise a service menu and specifically distinguish the
type of services the practice should provide to each of your newly segmented clientele. Some menu items may depend
on the type of firm with whom you work and others are individualized based on team preferences, feasibility, and style
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of business. You should identify core service ingredients for all segments and then those additional service ingredients
you’ll provide to your best clients or true advocates within the practice. Most importantly, your service menu should
define the communication and appreciation items each level of client will receive. Remember, communication is the
number one client complaint in our industry, yet communication is the very foundation for client relationships and
service.
The service menu you devise will help you properly set client expectations and will lead to a service commitment
agreement. Each segment of your client base will know exactly what to expect, and your team will know precisely what
needs to be delivered at what intervals.
Survey: How frequently SHOULD you PROACTIVELY communicate with your best clients?
 Over ½ of the respondents answered monthly, with the next highest response being quarterly.
 2% of respondents indicated two times per year and 11% indicated 24-52 times per year.
 Several open-ended responses included statements such as: “As frequently as they desire”; “Based on clients’
needs and requirements”; “I let my clients dictate how often they prefer to communicate.”
 Forms of communication included: reports, phone calls, reviews, emails, cards, events, education, and research.
Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry

Step 3: Assemble – Compile Your Resources
Our third step in the process is Assemble. In this step you should identify and assemble the resources required to
activate the service menu. Ultimately in this step, you are looking to define the total means available to implement your
service menu and take your practice to the next level. You need to think about ALL your resource providers; these
include people, technology, and knowledge. You will be defining the “who” and “what” that will aid in the delivery of
your service initiatives. Additionally, you will decide “where” you will find these resources. Remember, there are many
different people and facets that affect the service side of your practice. From the branch receptionist, to home office
product specialists, to your preferred wholesalers and so on; these are all people resources you need to identify and
subsequently optimize. You will be building accountability into your process and assigning responsibilities to leverage
both time and talent! At the end of this third step, Assemble, you will have a master list and a plan of exactly how to
maximize all resources going forward.
Step 4: Activate – Execute Your Service Model
With a newly segmented book of business, an ideal service menu and the right resources required, the time has come to
Activate the plan! You need systems and processes so the service initiative is delivered consistently for the long-run.
This fourth step, Activate, is purely about implementing,
executing, and doing.
Do you have a written service agreement
defining exactly what the client should
expect by doing business with you?

24.2%

75.8%

Yes

One of the most common challenges in execution is
developing processes that result in your service initiatives
running like a well-oiled machine yet give an air of
customization. In order to minimize the time and maximize the
result, you have to find the balance of the super-efficient
factory and personalized high-touch services for each client.
This is where the work from the Analyze step will add value as
team awareness of each client is vital to execution. This is also
where today’s technology can play a role. Your practice needs

No
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to have standards for each activity to increase the pace of execution but allow for customization.
There are an enormous amount of advisors who avow that service is what differentiates them, but they have nothing to
back it up – it’s just words not actions. It is the activate stage that will differentiate you. The execution of your service
menu will show your clients your commitment to service. The processes and tools you use may initially seem like more
work, but will soon become positive habits and activities that become a normal part of your practice management.
Activate is your opportunity to really connect with your clients, establish commitments to each other and differentiate
your advisory practice.
Step 5: Assess – Evaluate Your Service Model
Just as you perform client reviews and rebalance portfolios, you must Assess whether your service menu is attaining the
results you set out to achieve. Step five involves ideas on how to
evaluate your service from everyone’s perspective – yours, your
Do you survey your clients on the
teams, your external partners if you have them and, most
service you provide?
importantly, your clients. You should use strategies such as client
surveys on a regular basis; you should evaluate your service
ingredients and the systems your team uses to deliver your menu.
35.8%
You should “grade” yourself on how well you know your best
64.2%
clients and determine if any clients should be considered for
movement up to a higher tier.
By the end of the Assess phase, you will have all the information
Yes No
Research Report on Service in the Investment Advisory Industry
necessary to identify what is working and what is not within your
service model. This is the time to fine-tune and make any necessary
tweaks or changes to your service model. Regular review and adjustments ensures ongoing success with your clientele.
Closing Thoughts
Our 5-Star Service Process is not about wowing new clients or providing 90 days of exceptional service; it is about a
lifetime of service that leads to increased business and client retention. This is about transforming the ordinary to
extraordinary from both a business perspective and a relationship perspective. Client names become client relationships;
casual interactions with other professionals and product providers become partnerships; your business dramatically
increases and the team’s name and reputation become infamous in the community. In order to achieve long-term
unvarying delivery, you must have a service model with standards, processes, and systems in place, in addition to the
team’s all important commitment to providing your clients unbeatable service. It is far more profitable and takes less
time to maximize current clients than it is to go after new ones; therefore our process really focuses on deepening your
existing client relationships. However, the process also translates into finding more clients like your best clients and then
servicing them in a way that will absolutely keep the competition away! Certainly we are all aware that portfolio
performance has its place of importance, but service is where you will make or break your relationships. It is the small
things you do that will make a big difference to your clients’ loyalty and commitment to your practice. Creating,
communicating, and delivering a well-orchestrated service model with distinct levels of service will translate into
positive, rewarding client experiences and increased business!
So no more excuses. No more trying to justify or rationalize why you are ignoring a critical area of your business. No
more believing that your clients are any different than anyone else’s. No more thinking it’s just a numbers game driven by
performance. It’s time to face reality. This is a relationship business and your success is defined by your ability to build
strong, profitable relationships, and that ability is primarily defined by the service you deliver. It’s time to take action and
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make decisions that will ultimately save you from the realm of extinction and take you into the sphere of long term
success and satisfaction. It’s time to stand up and deliver exceptional 5-Star Service. It’s time to Know Service. Connect
with Your Clients. Shape Your Future. Differentiate You!
More Information
Our focus and commitment to the industry is to introduce solutions to your servicing issues. In addition to the book
“Know Service. Connect with Your Clients. Shape Your Future. Differentiate You!” we design customized team and firmwide training programs and offer practice management consulting services on an individual team basis. KNOW NO
BOUNDS and Paragon Resources are big believers in providing actionable ideas so our resources won’t be pages of
theory and concept. Instead, we include simple explanations, instructions, samples, and actual tools for you to implement
into your practice.
For inquiries on our consulting and training services and our products, please contact us at 770.319.0310.
Sources:
1 CNNMoney, Best Jobs in America, http://money.cnn.com/magazines/moneymag/bestjobs/top50/index.html
2 U.S. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, Tomorrow's Jobs,
http://www.bls.gov/oco/oco2003.html
3 Michelle Gabriel, Why Clients Leave, February 2001, http://registeredrep.com/mag/finance_why_clients_leave/index.html
4 Lew Sichelman, Agents Rise on Ethics Scale, http://realtytimes.com/rtcpages/20060104_ethics.htm and http:// www.gallup.com
5 Russ Alan Prince, Rep's Honor, February 2006, http://registeredrep.com/mag/finance_reps_honor/
6 Insurance Journal, Baby Boomer Wealth Transfer, February 2004,
http://www.insurancejournal.com/magazines/west/2004/02/23/features/37126.html
7 Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, Research Finds Huge 'Legacy Gaps' In Baby Boomers and Parents' Views of
Inheritance, July 2005, https://www.allianzlife.com/MediaCenter/PressLegacies.aspx
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410 volunteer survey participants
Average Years in Business: 16.3
Type of Firm

8.7%

25.8%
58.5%
3.3%
3.7%
Wirehouse

Regional

Bank

Independent

Other
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